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Abstract: In the history of human kind the knowledge was grown up in various culture .so each civilization felt 
proud of their history and culture .because of this different ion many kings tried to spread their culture and 
religious values in the other neighbor country’s .as a result of it the kings and empire could get success  in 

some extent . The man’s invention the construction of library gave wide range opportunity to know about the 

various culture of a country. The concept of library brought the international community to share the 
knowledge and research for the same. in this regard the thought the research library are prominent so the 
research library are more useful for the scientific development of a country ,integration of nation, tracing the 
young people’s talent and conducting the valuable research projects for the socio ,economic, military, political 

religious and the scientific areas. this research library will enable the nation in to development by economic 
progress . in addition to this the research library will be founded more for the development of the nations .in 
this way the research library are more useful for the integrity of nation and international relationship and 
international integrity. as result of this international problems can be solved through the integration of the 
nations for socio ,economic, political, culture ,scientific and climate related issues .in the era of globalization it 
is essential to develop the research library for solving the problems liberization and privatization . 
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Introduction: Man always observed  nature over the century since beginning  so be got several thoughts 
about the discoveries of the world even this he did not call the observation analysis  synthesis and conclusions 
as the formed research but be tried  to explore the various  features of socio and nature the materialistic  world 
is the invention of the research  explorations.  So in the discover  the new aspects.  Since beginning of 
civilizations there was  barrier  of  religious  so it did not allow any scientific research and rejected discoveries 
of the world.  In this way after the medieval ages the concepts of renaissance, revival, restoration, reformation 
and country reformations so the research was advanced in the area of technology.  So there was advancement 
of industrial revolutions.  In this way the exploration played crucial role so in the world private and public 
organizations initiate and encourage   the research, in this continuation the  research library  are physical key 
role  so the libraries are extremely meant  for the explorations so that the own people will develop the research, 
in this regard the research  plays a key role in the entire world.  So the libraries have to be developed and they 
must the  facilitated to the students, the special research libraries have to be designed for the nations  growth.  
So in this regard the administration has to provide the research fellowships to the students  so that the 
researchers  will be free without any problems. The purpose of research  is to enable the  researcher  to work 
more for the results so the  research library  are extremely  meant for the  research purpose so  once they got  
good knowledge about  research they will be more useful to the nations.  The research library must provide all 
facilities so that the intellectual scientific study will be available to the nations. 
 
The research library are the resources of explorations.  In fact the library are  extremely meant for the research 
of various  subjects only.  In the research library the universities are the outside private institutions.    So the 
research is going on seriously to find out all the subjects which are challenge to the world.  In this direction the 
western nation are active so the purpose of  research is to  fulfill the needs of the society.   In India this 
condition is extremely   privatizing, the basic idea of the library is to hide the books scientifically.   For instance 
India like countries struggle  to maintain the basic infrastructure so the need of research is more to developing 
countries in the era of modernization all library can be used for the research. So that the flourishment  of  
development  will be in  all areas.   Since the modernization well concerned the liberalization, privatization,  
good globalization the expansion of knowledge is more sun times the knowledge is also used for the growth of 
the economic  development.  
 
In the present world the libraries are used  for the scientific and technological development so in the study of 
social sciences, English, and other humanitarian subjects and the scientific studies are more explored in the 
libraries it is due to the  economic over growth of the nations and keep the nation safe with the weapons and 
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muscle power so the libraries have to be kept  alive by  explorations of the each subject for instance the  
research of India is able to be  advanced in the technological  statistics it is the result of the research facility 
that  were provided by the aid of  the Government so our country are any other countries can be advanced 
through the research facilities. In the defense research more is useful so the entire world is researching  for 
several  aspects such  as socio, political and scientific developments.  In this regard the under  developed 
countries and developing countries are  more active to safe guard themselves.  For  instance north  Korean 
Government always challenged the American Government.  The  research library could take the best project 
and continue them for the safe guarding at the nations.  So the research library must provide special facilities  
to the need schedule tribe and schedule caste should be provided the better equipments and the  concession in 
the  payment of amounts, however this will help the common people   to become scholars and explore the 
knowledge.  The library is the entity of knowledge is entirely the work of research by several people.  In the 20s 
& 21

st
 centuries the information plays key role so the entire information’s available only in the research 

libraries.  So the entire world runs after the new knowledge that is being traced.  It also remarkable to state 
here that one country does not share its knowledge with the other nation because of the involvement of 
globalization, library and privatization so this terms  are crucial  to drive the  wealth from  one nation to 
another nation based on the condition and terms.  So the research libraries will keep the reservation of 
knowledge.   In this ways the libraries of research will decide the future and human destiny.  So the universal 
truths are explored by the libraries need to become stage so that the international issues can be solved easily 
with the help of  various research projects from the research libraries.  In this way the research libraries are the 
foundations  for the explorations in discoveries to trace the entire world so that the man’s life on the earth the 
trails towards the universe  is possible only through the travelling to other planets and universities. 
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